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FOPL Mission


Collaborative body offering one loud voice
for all Ontario Public Libraries based on
agreed cooperative strategies, and priorities
and research.
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FOPL Positioning






Simply put: Ontario’s Public Libraries. Now more than ever
before, they play a critical role in the social, educational,
cultural and economic success of the communities in our
province.
Public Libraries are an essential investment in the future of
our communities and are essential drivers of success in
school preparedness, reading readiness, economic and
employment success, and social equity.
As the development of the knowledge economy
progresses, public libraries are a vital link for every
resident and every community to ensure success of all
Ontarians, regardless of location or background.
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Can we prove it?
CAN WE TELL THE STORY?
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FOPL Talking Points
The Public Library value proposition is strong
and includes (but isn’t limited to):
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Excellent Return on Investment
Strong Economic Development
Great Employment Support
Welcoming New Canadians
Provable Early Literacy Development
Ongoing Support for Formal Education and Homework Help
Serve the whole community equitably
Affordable access to community resources
Access to Government Services and e-government
Questions Deserve Quality Answers
Support Cultural Vitality
Recognized and Valued Leisure Activities for majority of Ontarians
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What’s the ‘Problem”?





We have a very COMPLEX (not complicated)
value proposition
We have great competencies BUT we need
to up our game on influence, advocacy, and
focus.
Ontario Libraries are focusing on providing
the structure, proofs and strategies to get our
message out with impact.
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Ontario’s Public Library Systems









444 Municipalities in Ontario
260 Independent Library Boards
Others are ‘contracting municipalities’
45 First Nations libraries
10,156 library employees + 14,581 volunteers
Note: There are about 304 library systems in
Ontario but 4 cover 75% of our residents.
We cooperate: SOLS, OLS-North, OLA & FOPL
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At our Libraries 2020 Summit we
identified:



What we didn’t know!
And what was that?
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A lot!
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What are our numbers longitudinally?
What is our impact? (schools, children’s programs,
summer reading, economic, new Canadians, etc.
etc.)
How do our ‘places’ need to change?
How do we develop staff at scale?
What does the public think?
What motivates politicians and civil servants?
What is our brand and how do we cost-effectively
access all Ontarians?

So we cooperated and pulled our
sleeves up . . .





Starting in a hole – a previous government
had cut the provincial library grant by 50%
Yuck – hand wringing and whining and then
we adapted.
We convinced the provincial government to
invest $18 million in all systems
This year we accessed another $10 million in
research and innovation grants
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The Secret?






Collaboration, coordination, cooperation
All organizations started to work as one.
FOPL, SOLS, OLS-North, CULC, OLA
(OPLA and OLBA), consortia, etc.
We shared the load(s)!
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Investing in our people






Province wide learning management system
One place to look for courses, mentors, professional
development, communities of practice … LearnHQ
Province wide and national sustainable leadership
training (NELI, PLLF, APPL)
CDF: Province wide e-learning for trustees and
library boards- 5 full programs & Boot Camp
A PhD dissertation on leadership in libraries as well
as advocacy
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Knowing our numbers







1996-2014 public library data was locked in
PDFs
We successfully lobbied for it to open data
We analyzed the heck out of it.
Held 3 symposia to develop new measures
for libraries
Published it for all in digital and print
Next step – an open database
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Doing the Research



Used independent and academic
researchers for unbiased research.
Studied impact and outcomes for:
–
–
–
–
–
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–
–

MPI TPL economic Impact study and model
OLA Children’s services study
OLA Teen services study
FOPLEarly years reading programs
TD Summer Reading
OLA Forest of Trees reading programs
And more coming
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Influence






A (inter)national MOOC on advocacy
Symposia on advocacy and influence
10 province-wide webinars on approaches to
influence
A PhD dissertation on influence and
Canadian politicians
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Marketing






Updated a full public opinion poll in 2015 of all
Ontario residents
Studied successful and unsuccessful campaigns in
libraries
Did a census of all 304 systems social media and
website presences
Surveyed CAOs about perceptions and budgets
Developing tagline with person-on-the-street
interviews
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What Public Libraries Say They Mean Missions

Ontario Public Library Usage and
Visits at an All Time High!




More than 99% of Ontarians live in communities served by a public
library and 74% used their library in the past year.
Ontario libraries have nearly 31 million volumes in circulation. That’s
equivalent to 2.3 books for every Ontarian.
In 2014 Ontario public libraries
–
–
–




circulated 131 million items.
received almost 72 million in-person visits
provided 203,964 programs with over 3.3 million attendees

served the public through 1,157 library service points (main libraries,
library branches, deposit stations and bookmobile stops)
Every library branch in the province provides access to electronic
information through the Internet.
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How we fit in…





OLA, OPLA, OLBA (individuals and broadly
focused)
SOLS, OLS-North (Restricted Agencies)
CULC (National)
Consortia (operationally-focused)



Only FOPL is focused on Ontario issues and
can legally lobby our government(s) and
focus solely on public libraries



When FOPL speaks we can point to the fact
that we represent nearly all of Ontario’s
population of library members. This is,
indeed, at the riding level.
There are few exceptions.
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So, how does FOPL accomplish
our community’s goals?
•
•
•
•

Advocacy and Influence
Research with Power
Marketing Our Brand
VIP – Value, Impact and
Positioning
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So what have we done in the past
10 years to achieve progress
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2005 – Libraries 2020 Summit
–
–



4 provincial priorities
Gained $18+ million in added provincial funding

2015 Libraries 2025 Summit
–
–

3 Provincial priorities
Seeking self funding as well as public funds
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Progress: Building Our People


LearnHQ
–

–



Province wide learning management system for
all courses, webinars, leadership and trustee
training
Includes thousands of courses, mentoring,
communities of practice, performance reviews,
standard competencies, PD forward planning

CDF Trustee Training Modules
–

Learning by Design, One Place to Look
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We Now Know Our Numbers





Lobbied successfully for all PL Data to be
released as Open Data and freed from PDFs.
Hired a PhD Analyst to perform longitudinal
analysis of our sector from 1998-2014 based
on measurements not statistics.
Hosted Symposia and webinars in
partnership with U of T about New
Measurements to build sector buy-in
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Progress: Marketing and Branding






Person-on-the-street interviews to develop provincewide tagline in 2016
Building an Open Media Desk and social media
dashboard to entire sector in province
Hiring 3-4 part-time journalists to build articles, social
media, and video at critical mass
Release, release, release
Build a media culture of good not perfect
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Progress: Marketing



Performed statistically valid public opinion
polls in 2000, 2005, 2010 and 2015
2015 Poll shows:
–
–

74% of Ontarians use Public Libraries and
support continues to be very strong
Identifies strengths and weaknesses and shows
the way forward (internet vs. in-person users)
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Interest in new library service concepts varies, in
many cases based on age
Likelihood of Using Different Library Services
Very Likely
A program that allows people to try out the newest tech devices
or applications, such as 3D printers or laser cutters

Somewhat Likely

19%

36%

Total

55%

By Age
18-34

55+

64%

46%

Library kiosks located throughout the community where people
can check out books, movies or music without having to go to
the library itself

15%

35%

50%

57%

39%

A personalized online account that gives you recommendations
based on your past library activity

15%

35%

49%

61%

39%

A cell phone app that allows you to access library services from
your mobile phone

16%

62%

24%

43%

37%

29%

44%

An online research service where you could pose questions and 10%
get responses from librarians

33%

A cell phone app that helps you locate material easily in the 12%
library using GPS

27%

39%

54%

19%

E-book readers already loaded with the book you want to read 12%

26%

38%

45%

34%

31%

40%

30%

38%

42%

21%

Instruction on how to use handheld reading devices and tablets 9%

26%

Classes on how to download library e-books to handheld
9%
devices

24%

A digital media lab where you could create and upload new
7%
digital content like your own movies or e-books

24%

44%

35%

33%

31%
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Building the Case for Influence



We must increase our access to government decisionmaking.
In 2014/5 FOPL:
–
–
–
–
–
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–

Submission to the Minister of Finance’s Pre-budget Consultation 2016
Submitted Cabinet level documents on Ontario’s Culture Strategy,
Community Hubs, Municipal Act consultations. . .
Co-planned and implemented the second annual large scale Library
Day at Queen’s Park
Co-planned an all day symposium of over 10 ministries with over 150
civil servants and librarians / trustees
Met regularly with our ‘minister’ and key staff on issues like the OLCF,
CDF, Open Data, Ministry Awards, operating grants, OPLW, etc.
Contracted for legal opinions on legislative changes

Building the Case for Influence


Summary 2016 Goals
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
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–

Completion and communication of Provincial Library Statistics analysis 20012014 and the development of a FOPL Index of Community Engagement
ranking libraries across the province.
Promote Key Findings of Provincial Public Opinion Poll
Online Board training accessible and communicated (LearnHQ)
Implementation of provincial marketing campaign and successful application
for significant grant funding from private sector
Insertion of public library voice into Premier’s Community Hub Advisory Group
and the Culture Strategy
In partnership with TPL and OPL plan for some success re: e-book pricing
initiatives
Follow through on Libraries 2025 Summit and plan the ‘ASK’ for next 5 years
Invitations into discussions and consultations from Government and granting
agencies
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FOPL Government Relations
Agenda (Draft)
















31




$$ Budgets and PLOG and Grants
Infrastructure funding eligibility and AODA
eBook pricing and licensing
e-Resource funding for schools and Public Libraries
Community Hubs
Culture Strategy
Seniors Social Isolation
Anti-Poverty
Legal Opinions
Municipal Act changes
CRTC and Broadband
First Nations
OLA Strategic Partnership
e-Government
AMO et al
Other opportunities?
Random Federal Cooperation (CASL, Access Canada Copyright, Privacy, Cyberbullying, etc.)

Selected Key Results
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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8.

Libraries are now mentioned in all critical government policy
documents
Attendance at Programs can exceed 25,000+ for some in a day!
We coordinate reading programs at the provincial level (Summer
Reading, First of Trees)
We have agreed provincial competencies for all positions and
technology infrastructure for professional development
We are investing in VIP marketing that is cost-effective and based in
research
We are focused on community-led strategic planning, investments in
advanced technology infrastructure and training
We know our numbers, demographics and are investing in R&D for
qualitative data
We are aligning with government ‘language’ and priorities
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Thank You

www.fopl.ca

These slides are available on
Slideshare and FOPL.ca
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What’s the Most Popular
Activity that Ontarians Choose?
Culture | Art | Sport | Shopping | Fun

How do Public Libraries compare in
the cultural mosaic of Museums,
Galleries, Theatre and Music?
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CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BY TYPE:
PERCENTAGE OF CANADIANS ATTENDING
Any Museum: 32%

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BY TYPE:
PERCENTAGE OF CANADIANS ATTENDING
Any Museum: 32%

Public & Commercial Art Galleries: 33%
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Any Performing Arts: 55.0%

CULTURAL ACTIVITIES BY TYPE:
PERCENTAGE OF CANADIANS ATTENDING
Any Museum: 32%

Public & Commercial Art Galleries: 33%

Any Performing Arts: 55.0%

Public Libraries: 73%
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Let’s dig deeper into music and concerts…

Let’s dig deeper into music and concerts…
Pop Music

21,3%

Dance

7,4%

Choral Music

7,2%

Opera
Symphonic music
All Classical Music
Theatre, classical & Dance
Any performing art
Public Libraries

3,2%
9,0%
13,7%
27,5%
37,6%
73%

Music and Concert Attendance: Percentage of Canadians Going
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Let’s dig deeper into music and concerts…
Pop Music

21,3%

Dance

7,4%

Choral Music

7,2%

Opera
Symphonic music
All Classical Music
Theatre, classical & Dance
Any performing art
Public Libraries

Music and Concert Attendance: Percentage of Canadians Going

3,2%
9,0%
13,7%
27,5%
37,6%
73%

(Ontarians love culture. We just
REALLY love our libraries.)

What about

Sports?
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What about

Sports?

The NHL sold 21.6 million tickets.

What about

Sports?

The NBA sold 21.4 million tickets.
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What about

Sports?

The NFL sold 17.3 million tickets.

What about

Sports?

Major League Baseball sold 73.7 million tickets
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How do Libraries compare?

Libraries get 72.5 million visits each year
(In Ontario alone!)
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That’s 12 million more than the NHL,
NFL and NBA combined…

Or to put it another way…
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Or to put it another way…
If the Blue Jays, the Leafs, the
Senators, the Raptors, the
Thunder, the Furies, the
Marlies, Toronto FC AND
Toronto Rock all played to
capacity crowds in one day (a
busy day for the Air Canada
Centre, admittedly, but stay
with us on this…)

Or to put it another way…
They’d still see around 25,000
fewer people than Ontarian
libraries get on every single day
of the year.
That’s right – on average,
libraries in the province get
198,000 visits a day, every day.
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Nope. ALL of Canada had 16 million foreign
tourists. That’s less than a quarter of the number
who visit their public library in Ontario alone.
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How about shopping?

How about shopping?
Ontario has 448 Beer Stores and 651 LCBO Stores.
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How about shopping?
Ontario has 448 Beer Stores and 651 LCBO Stores.
Ontario has 1500 Supermarkets.
In ALL of Canada there are just under 1200 Starbucks
locations and over 3600 Tim Horton’s.
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How about shopping?
Ontario has 448 Beer Stores and 651 LCBO Stores.
Ontario has 1500 Supermarkets.
In ALL of Canada there are just under 1200 Starbucks
locations and over 3600 Tim Horton’s.
In ALL of Canada there are more than 1400 McDonald’s
restaurants.
Not every town in Ontario has one of these (or even a bank
or post office).
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How about shopping?
Ontario has 448 Beer Stores and 651 LCBO Stores.
Ontario has 1500 Supermarkets.
In ALL of Canada there are just under 1200 Starbucks
locations and over 3600 Tim Horton’s.
In ALL of Canada there are more than 1400 McDonald’s
restaurants.
Not every town in Ontario has one of these (or even a bank
or post office).
Ontarians shop for knowledge and learning too:
In Ontario’s 305 public library systems there are 1157
public library branches serving 99.34% of the population.

Maybe people go to
the Hospital more?
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Maybe people go to
the Hospital more?
Nope. Happily,
more than 10
times more
people go to the
public library
than
Emergency!

Conservatively, Ontarians
Visit their Public Library a LOT!
In Person Public Library Visits

72.5 Million Visits per year
198,630 Visits per day
8,276 Visits per hour
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Conservatively, Ontarians
Visit their Public Library a LOT!
In Person Public Library Visits

72.5 Million Visits per year
198,630 Visits per day
8,276 Visits per hour
137 Visits per minute!

Conservatively, Ontarians
Visit their Public Library a LOT!
In Person Public Library Visits

72.5 Million Visits per year
198,630 Visits per day
8,276 Visits per hour

There’s simply no other
public institution which
gets 2 visits every second,
all year long.

137 Visits per minute!
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Add in the online stats and the
figures are truly incredible…
In Person Public Library Visits

With Digital Public Library Visits

72.5 Million Visits per year

155.8 Million Visits per year

198,630 Visits per day

426,849 Visits per day

8,276 Visits per hour

17,785 Visits per hour

137 Visits per minute

296 Visits per minute!

Libraries offer great programs…

Ontario’s Libraries offer over 204,000 programs per year,
attended by over 3.7 million people!
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Libraries offer great programs…

e.g.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early literacy and early learning
Summer Reading Club
Homework Help
Teen Programs
Newcomers to Canada & Ontario
Careers, Skills, and Job Help
Genealogy
Business, entrepreneur and community
development
• Seniors programs
• Book clubs
• Culture Days

Ontario’s Libraries offer over 204,000 programs per year,
attended by over 3.7 million people!

Libraries offer great programs…
Millions engage
with their
neighbours through
community
programs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early literacy and early learning
Summer Reading Club
Homework Help
Teen Programs
Newcomers to Canada & Ontario
Careers, Skills, and Job Help
Genealogy
Business, entrepreneur and community
development
• Seniors programs
• Book clubs
• Culture Days

Ontario’s Libraries offer over 204,000 programs per year,
attended by over 3.7 million people!
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Ontarians
love their
culture and
sports (and
that’s great!)

But they love and
visit their public
libraries more.
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And Ontario’s Libraries are so much
more than just culture and recreation!

The Public Library value proposition is strong
and includes (but isn’t limited to):
• Excellent Return on Investment
• Strong Economic Development and Impact
• Great Employment Support
• Welcoming New Canadians
• Provable Early Literacy Development
• Ongoing Lifelong Support for Formal Education and Homework Help
• Serving the whole community equitably
• Affordable access to community resources
• Access to Government Services and e-government
• Questions Deserve Quality Answers
• Support Cultural Vitality
• AND Recognized and Valued Leisure Activities for majority of
Ontarians
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The Public Library value proposition is strong
and includes (but isn’t limited to):
• Excellent Return on Investment

• Strong Economic Development and Impact
• Great Employment Support
• Welcoming New Canadians
• Provable Early Literacy Development
• Ongoing Lifelong Support for Formal Education and Homework Help
• Serving the whole community equitably
• Affordable access to community resources
• Access to Government Services and e-government
• Questions Deserve Quality Answers
• Support Cultural Vitality
• AND Recognized and Valued Leisure Activities for majority of
Ontarians

Ontario’s Public Libraries

Simply put: Now more than
ever before, Ontario’s Public
Libraries play a critical role in
the social, educational, cultural
and economic success of the
communities in our province.
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Ontario’s Public Libraries

Public Libraries are an essential
investment in the future of our
communities and are essential
drivers of success in school
preparedness, reading
readiness, economic and
employment success, and
social equity.

Ontario’s Public Libraries

As the development of the
knowledge economy
progresses, public libraries are
a vital link for every resident
and every community to
ensure success of all Ontarians,
regardless of location or
background.
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YOUR Public Library

We support your goals for
learning, recreation, culture and
arts, creativity, family, making,
and engaging with your
community. And we love reading
too.

In the time you’ve viewed this
presentation, more than 400 people
have visited a library in Ontario….
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Data Sources
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/libraries/statistics2013/Summary_and_Comparison_Report_2013.pdf
http://www.culturalhrc.ca/announcements/2014/PR2014-09-10-e.php?gclid=CKfckba8jcgCFYsYHwodiZgGVg
https://stats.cfldb.ca
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/87f0003x/2013001/t033-eng.htm
http://www.arts.on.ca/AssetFactory.aspx?did=415
http://www.mtc.gov.on.ca/en/publications/Ontario_Major_Festivals_and_Events_Attraction.pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/stephenabram1/market-probe-fopl-webinar-20151708animated
http://www.slideshare.net/stephenabram1/fopl-webinar-august1420154

All data is the latest publicly available and figures have been rounded

Contact: sabram@fopl.ca

Image Sources

1st set of icons by Icons8 – see these and more at
https://icons8.com/download-huge-windows8-set/#/web

Otherwise all images in this presentation are free of
copyrights and licensed under Creative Commons CC0 – they
were sourced via Unsplash and Pixabay.
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See more at

fopl.ca

Your Library: where you are...

Social Media Infographics
These can be used on any library’s web presences – Facebook, Twitter,
Tumblr, Pinterest, Instagram, and so many more.
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And we have video too!
Visit FOPL.ca or Stephen’s Lighthouse for Prezi, PowToon, YouTube or Sway videos
and automated slide shows.
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